
Chapter 10
The Legacy of Joseph Ben-David

Marcel Herbst

Abstract The chapter is an attempt to pay tribute to an exemplary scholar and to
review Ben-David’s formation and intellectual positions, in the context of his own
environment and on the basis of the spectrum of contributions collated in this an-
thology.

In this Epilogue Ben-David’s professional development, from that of a young
Hungarian refugee and immigrant to Palestine to that of a preeminent scholar of
science and higher education, is sketched, and aspects within Ben-David’s system
of thinking are emphasized which might form a base on which to build.

Science, its institutional home, the research university, and higher education in gen-
eral have become central pillars in support of today’s societies and world economy.
This constellation is relatively new, not older than a few decades. Science as we
understand it today originated in 17th century Europe, research universities entered
the scene during the 19th century, and higher education—in the form of mass higher
education—took on a new role in the decades following World War II. This devel-
opment, extending over more than three centuries, was accompanied by a change
of support structures, from the comprehensive church and private laboratories or in-
tellectual circles to principalities, parochial congregations, entrepreneurial groups,
and local authorities. The institution of the university, which we generally link to
the founding of the Università di Bologna in the year 1088, is perhaps one of the
most resilient institutions of today’s world. But over the course of this past mil-
lennium, particularly during the last 200 years, it has changed a great deal. The
‘sciences’ were integrated and research universities were established in the 19th
century, first in Germany and subsequently in the US and in other—European and
non-European—countries; the universities were consolidated and formed intellec-
tual and technological backbones of their respective societies during the turbulence
associated with industrialization, World Wars, and the Cold War; and mass higher
education, in concert with the transformation of the respective societies into service-
oriented economies, has lead to retrenchment, new models of leadership and gover-
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nance, new modes of budgeting and funding (Herbst 2007), and to a diversification
of higher education institutions (Clark 1997; Trow 1997).

When Joseph Ben-David started his professional life during the 1950s, the world
looked back on an agonizing World War and ethical aberrations of monstrous di-
mensions1; and it looked forward to a Cold War, manifest soon after World War
II and, in particular, after the Sputnik Shock (1957). Europe was divided, large
regions within Europe had been destroyed to various degrees, and the European
universities, particularly the German institutions, were drained (Krohn 1987/1993).
But the 1950s and the 60s were also a period of hope, a period of Wiederaufbau, of
normalization, of state building, of economic prosperity and Wirtschaftswunder, of
intellectual and cultural challenges. This pertained, specifically, to Britain and the
US, to France, Italy and Japan, to Israel, and to Germany. The universities in the UK
(Medawar and Pike 2000) and the US gained in this aftermath, not to speak of Israel.
Immediately after World War II, the US embarked on an exerted program to foster
domestic science and higher education (Bush 1945; Zachary 1997), building on the
momentum of the war machinery and the exigencies of the post-war demands, and
it actively pursued the “postwar reconstruction of science in Europe” (Krige 2006).
In the US, the post-war decades became “academia’s golden age” (Freeland 1992;
Graham and Diamond 1997).

The Unfolding of Ben-David’s Themes

Ben-David’s adulthood and professional formation falls into that period of recon-
struction and hope. He enrolled at a young institution, the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem (see Chap. 7), where he studied history and sociology (Collins 1986;
Westrum 1986). While studying, Ben-David was employed in the field of social
work, and upon graduation he enrolled at the London School of Economics (LSE)
on a scholarship from the British Mandate. His program at LSE was a special one
directed at social workers in the British colonies (Shils 1987a).

Like other students of his war generation, Ben-David entered a world with more
questions than answers, and the challenges to find answers proved, at least for some
of them, a Leitmotiv. As a student he worked with delinquent youth, and this expo-
sure may have paved the road to fields which subsequently interested him. Martin
Buber, the existentialist theologian, was exposing Ben-David to introductory soci-
ology and sociology of culture, and it is likely that a range of other ‘transgressions’
had their impact on the student. Certainly the balancing act between Martin Bu-
ber and Edward Shils, who was teaching as a guest lecturer at LSE and whose
seminar Ben-David attended in the late 1940s (Shils 1987b), and his discussions
with Shmuel Eisenstadt, who subsequently would supervise his PhD-thesis (Ben-
David 1958) and was doing his post-doctoral studies at LSE, must have fostered

1In his introduction to Karl Mannheim’s “Ideology & Utopia”, Louis Wirth referred in 1936 to
such phenomena as “perversities of culture” (Mannheim 1985/1936, xii).
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and later released some creative energies. Upon returning to the Hebrew University
of Jerusalem, Ben-David completed a thesis in history that was published posthu-
mously (Ben-David 1997).2

Over his lifetime as a scholar, Joseph Ben-David worked in a range of related
fields and addressed a broad range of issues, eschewing narrow specialization and
transgressing various disciplines, in particular history, sociology, political science,
philosophy, and education. He spent the academic year of 1957–58 at the Center for
Advanced Studies in the Behavioral Sciences at Stanford, and that year affected and
focused his professional development. He formed long-lasting relationships with
American colleagues, and he had the opportunity to interact with leading social
scientists who happened to be there, such as Talcott Parsons or Milton Friedman.3

He spent the academic year 1964–65 at the University of California at Berkeley
where Randall Collins was his research assistant. Eventually, Ben-David became
George S. Wise Professor of Sociology at the Hebrew University while also being
appointed as Stella M. Rowley Professor of Education and Sociology at the Univer-
sity of Chicago.

The earliest publications of Ben-David (in English) dealt with classical socio-
logical issues which emerged as part of his initial focus on social work (Ben-David
1953; Frankenstein 1953; Eisenstadt and Ben-David 1956).4 His dissertation, com-
pleted under Shmuel Eisenstadt in 1955, and associated work already had a focus
that was to occupy him for the rest of his life: the social structure of professions
(Ben-David 1955, 1956, 1957, 1964b), and the study of professions focused on spe-
cific disciplines such as medicine (Ben-David 1958). With this, Ben-David had built
a platform to address issues that would become central to his analyses as a mature
scholar: issues of professional or scientific roles (Ben-David 1958, 1960a), issues
of scientific productivity or academic organization (Ben-David 1960b), or issues
of markets and competition (Ben-David and Zloczower 1961): his vision was, as
Randell Collins (1986) has pointed out, “that institutional roles in organizations are
the fundamental underpinning of scientific activity, and that whatever changed these
roles, qualitatively or quantitatively, would affect the kinds and amounts of science
that was done”.

Subsequently, Ben-David issued, again with Awraham Zloczower, a second arti-
cle in the European Journal of Sociology which must be regarded as seminal from a

2In this passage, I rely here in particular on Miriam Ben-David’s recollections, “On Joseph Ben-
David” (Ben-David 2009); see also Ben-David (2012).
3The list of social scientists who had spent the academic year of 1957–58 at the Center for Ad-
vanced Studies in the Behavioral Sciences and who formed a close relationship with Ben-David
also included Ralf Dahrendorf, David Landes, David Mandelbaum, Robert Solow, Fritz Stern,
George Stigler, Milton Singer, Ithiel de Sola Pool, Charles Glock, Benson Ginsburg, and Louis
Gottschalk (personal communication by Miriam Ben-David). See also Miriam Ben-David (2009,
2012).
4For a bibliography of Ben-David’s writings see: Ben-David (1991a, 561–568). In the following
I shall refer only to a subset of Ben-David’s writings, namely those that appear central to the
discussions of this volume.
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developmental, or a science propagating, point of view; the two authors tried to ex-
plain “how and why universities became what they are” (Ben-David and Zloczower
1962). In a following article on “Scientific Growth”, Ben-David (1964a) amended
this view, and he identified “[t]he crucial problem for those concerned with scientific
policy”, then as now, namely “the relationship between particular scientific institu-
tional systems or components thereof and particular kinds of scientific production
such as basically new ideas, discoveries based on existing ideas, contributions to
industry, medicine, and other practical fields” [p. 470f]. He remarked that “[n]o one
has yet attempted to study this question systematically”, and this assessment, in
spite of a range of studies with such a focus, remains valid to this day.

In the above mentioned article of 1964 Ben-David applies a perspective that is
characteristic of his cross-disciplinary approach to science and higher education
studies, and he bridges approaches of history, sociology, and philosophy of science.
He takes issue with a major notion within philosophy of science, Thomas Kuhn’s
notion of a “paradigm” (and associated “paradigm shifts”) and its role in the evo-
lution of science and disciplines (Kuhn 1970/1962) and suggests other explanations
for a development, or an evolvement, of science. He publishes “The Scientific Role”
(Ben-David 1965), and later on the “The Scientist’s Role” (Ben-David 1984/1971),
and explains the emergence of ‘science’ (in the 17th century), notwithstanding other
explanatory factors such as puritanism (Merton 1938), with the emergence of a new
role, that of a scientist.

Ben-David’s notion of the scientist’s role was not strictly descriptive but also nor-
mative, as Yaron Ezrahi has indicated (see Chap. 3). This perspective is evident in
Ben-David’s view on science and its relation to economic growth (Ben-David 1968)
or, subsequently, in his view on science planning (Ben-David 1977c). He saw sci-
ence as a value in itself, as an attribute of a free society, and he didn’t see, correctly
I presume, a close link between science at the cutting edge and economic develop-
ment. His views on the relation between science and economic growth were for-
mulated just before mass higher education was perceived as a phenomenon (Trow
1970), before science education and higher education diverted that markedly, and
long before higher education was commonly hailed as an engine of economic de-
velopment and prosperity.

In his perspective on the sociology of science, Ben-David (1970) begins by point-
ing out that “[t]he sociology of science studies the ways in which scientific research
and the diffusion of scientific knowledge are influenced by social conditions and,
in their turn, influence social behavior”. This statement, as such, allows for at least
two foci: the broader, macro-sociological focus on the interplay between science and
society; and the narrower micro-sociological focus on the connection between sci-
ence and its immediate framework within which it takes place. Ben-David worked
in both fields, ingeniously interweaving the two approaches, and he found it natural,
perhaps even in a way necessary, to view science and science settings comparatively.

In reviewing the perspectives of a modern sociology of science (1920–70), Ben-
David identifies two key periods: the period prior to World War II, and the post-war
period. During the first period, the discussion was driven, according to Ben-David,
by natural scientists turned ‘amateur’ sociologist. These introduced a quantitatively
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based reasoning which started to blossom with the pioneering work of Eugene
Garfield in the early 1950s. Moreover, there was an early attempt to ‘use’ science,
“to apply science to the advancement of social welfare” in the respective societies.
Because science was viewed as a truly international activity, and because of the
paucity of studies in the field of comparative sociology, there was also a tendency
to “disregard the differences between social settings of scientific and technological
conditions of discovery”. But not all studies lacked this comparative approach, seen
by Parsons as the “logical equivalent to experimentation” (Camic 1991, 126), as
Abraham Flexner’s study demonstrates (Kerr 1994a).

The post-war period, as I pointed out initially in this Chapter, had a different
drive, a different orientation. Science, and its relation to society, was seen from a
different perspective and, for a period at least, micro-sociological aspects and pro-
ductivity issues were being investigated. With the advent of bibliometric supported
science studies in the 1950s the opportunity of an “interactional study of the sci-
entific community” or the “study of scientific productivity of research groups” pre-
sented itself. Ben-David saw Donald Pelz as the main representative of this research
orientation (Pelz and Andrews 1976/1966). Furthermore, he also saw the focus on
research groups, or networks of such groups, on different science cultures within a
discipline, as antithetical to Thomas Kuhn’s implicit notion of the scientific com-
munity (Kuhn 1970/1962).

By the advent of the 1970s, Ben-David’s main theses on science and higher ed-
ucation were developed. He used that decade to expound his theses in a range of
monographs5: “The Scientist’s Role in Society” (Ben-David 1984/1971), “Amer-
ican Higher Education: Directions Old and New” (Ben-David 1972), “Centers of
Learning: Britain, France, Germany, United States” (Ben-David 1977a); and he co-
edited a collection of essays honoring his former teacher, Edward Shils, “Culture
and Its Creators” (Ben-David and Clark 1977). Ben-David also felt more inclined
to depart from a strictly positive or interpretative stance, common also in the social
sciences, to assume normative, prescriptive positions.

While Ben-David, as stated, focused on macro-sociological as well as micro-
sociological aspects of science and higher education, he fused the two approaches
to blend a sociology of knowledge with a sociology of professions or organizations
(Ben-David 1977b). During the last years of his life, he continued to focus on a
broad spectrum of issues. He published a range of ‘theory papers’, such as a con-
tribution on the “Ethos of Science” (Ben-David 1980b), a paper on the merit of
sociological inquiries, “Sociology and Its Uses” (Ben-David 1980a),6 a chapter on
“Sociology of Scientific Knowledge” (Ben-David 1981), a chapter on “Puritanism
and Modern Science” in an anthology dedicated to S.N. Eisenstadt, his PhD thesis
supervisor (Ben-David 1985), and another contribution on “Science, Scientism and
Anti-Scientism” (Ben-David 1986).7

5He also participated in an evaluation by the OECD of the Japanese higher education system
(OECD 1971); see Takeishi (2012).
6With Liah Greenfeld as assistant.
7Published posthumously.
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Much of what is contained in these ‘theory papers’ appears from today’s perspec-
tive as a tightrope act, even for many who share his rejection of ‘anti-scientism’.
Ben-David tries to retain a strict notion of science and scientists in their search
for ‘truth’, following the tradition of Max Weber and others; and he distinguishes,
somewhat sharply, between basic research, applied research and development, see-
ing basic research, if I interpret him correctly, as the activity compatible with the
scientific ethos. He strongly believes in the ethos of science, in the self-cleansing
capacity of an objective, bias-reducing, truth-seeking science, and he rejects rela-
tivistic positions of a sociology of knowledge. He also appears to distance himself
from the pragmatic “science is what scientists do” (Churchman 1961, 1971). Ben-
David’s notion of the ethos of science, his focus on basic science and the natural
sciences as an ‘ideal-type’ of science (in Max Weber’s sense), greatly reduces the
spectrum of activities which might be subsumed under the term of ‘science’; and
this has implications for his picture of institutions which harbor science—i.e. the
prime foci of Ben-David’s research.

The major theses of Ben-David and his relevance for today’s world of higher ed-
ucation, however, do not hinge on his purported views of science. Whether or not
Ben-David adhered to the notion of “science is what scientists do”, whether or not
we distinguish between basic and applied research, or whether or not one accepts
descriptive as well as normative activities under the umbrella of science, his major
theses remain largely unaffected. Ben-David was in no way naïve or doctrinaire,
he was conscious of fraudulent behavior in the field of science, of extra-scientific
motives, of political pressures and biases, or of the simple limitation of resources,
and he clearly distinguished between the individual scientist and the institution of
science (Ben-David and Sullivan 1975, 207). While the former was allowed to be bi-
ased or narrow-minded, driven by hunches or motives, the latter was what mattered,
and in particular “the separation of the social-control mechanisms for recognizing
and evaluating research from the organization for research and teaching in science”
(Ben-David 1977b, 263).

The Major Themes

This anthology on Ben-David and the essays contained herein attempt to focus on
the relation between science and its supporting institutions, in particular the univer-
sity, and on Ben-David’s perception of such a relation. Ben-David was clearly not
the only scholar who addressed issues of a sociology of science, or issues pertaining
to higher education and universities, but he was one of the few scholars who bridged
these two broad areas of investigation. Furthermore, he was one of the few scholars
who worked comparatively, linking higher education cultures of various nations, in
particular those of Germany, France, England, and the US.

Just before Ben-David entered the field, Merton (1973/1952, 211f) bemoaned the
sorry state of sociology of science8: “not many persons cultivate the field altogether

8Robert Merton’s note was originally published as the Introduction to Barber (1952).
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and those who do are for the most part physical and biological, rather than social,
scientists”. While sociology as such was well established, at least for the time being,
with “scores of studies deal[ing] with the sociology of marriage and the family, with
population and crime, and an appreciable number deal[ing] with the sociology of re-
ligion, [. . . ] the sociology of science has not yet enlisted sufficient interest to merit
separate notice in the annual catalogues of sociological research”. The same assess-
ment of the situation was shared by Edward Shils, whose lectures Ben-David had
attended at the London School of Economics and who, according to Merton, is said
to have remarked that the study of science and scientific institutions is “among the
major undeveloped areas of sociological inquiry”. Whether it was Shils’ influence
that brought Ben-David to the sociology of science, or whether it was the practic-
ing of his own embryonic theory of “role-hybridization” which led him to enter an
underdeveloped field, we do not know9: it is likely that it was a combination of both.

The broad, inter-disciplinary approach of Ben-David, spanning history, sociol-
ogy, political science and higher education studies, coupled with his comparative
analyses, eventually shaped and characterized the particular views of Ben-David.
Comparative analyses of higher education systems were, and are, not that common.
Higher education studies are normally written by people interested in education, and
those people may only feel free to report on the system they are ‘naturally’ famil-
iar with (Paulsen 1920/1906). An exception are studies such as those by Abraham
Flexner prior to World War II (Kerr 1994a) or, afterwards, by Martin Trow (Halsey
and Trow 1971; Burrage 2010), George Weisz (1983), Bob Clark (1983, 1995, 2008)
or Claudius Gellert (1988). Collection of essays with an international focus, written
by local experts, are a more recent phenomenon (Clark 1993). Philosophy of science
studies, as meta-studies of science, normally do not touch the interplay between sci-
ence and social structure, and may be neglected in our context.10

Ben-David’s researches in science and higher education covered three broad and
interrelated thematic areas into which this anthology, apart from Prologue and Epi-
logue, is subdivided: Role and Ethos (Part II), Center and Periphery (Part III), and
Organization and Growth (Part IV). The concept of ‘role’ already formed a central
part of Ben-David’s dissertation and provided an opportunity to reflect on profes-
sions and their implicit ‘ethos’. It also provided an immediate opportunity to think
about ‘productivity’ and ‘growth’, other early concepts of Ben-David. Growth, of
course, is tied to an increase in the number of scholars and students in given fields,
to the diversification of scientific fields and to the implicit framework of ideas, and
such development is embedded in societal conditions. All these factors together will
affect notions of ‘center’ and ‘periphery’.

9Or, conversely, his thesis of “role-hybridization” emerged also on the basis of personal experi-
ences.
10In practice, however, the distinction between philosophy of science, on the one hand, and soci-
ology of science (concerned mainly with micro-sociological aspects) or sociology of knowledge
(concerned mainly with macro-sociological aspects), on the other, is frequently blurred. Philosophy
of science, on the whole, deals with norms of scientific activities, mostly distinct from the social
structures within which science is embedded; sociology of science or sociology of knowledge, on
the other hand, specifically focus on the interplay between science and social structure.
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Shift of the Academic Center

In Ben-David’s notion of center versus periphery, the center of the scientific world
moved from Italy (in the 16th century) to England (in the 17th century) to France (in
the 18th century) to Germany (in the 19th century) and to the US (in the 20th cen-
tury) (Ben-David 1984/1971, 15). Modern science had its first blossoming in the sci-
entistic inclined societies of England and France, but it bloomed, ironically enough,
in the ‘ascientific’, and at times even ‘antiscientific’ environment of the German
university. The reasons for such an unexpected—and unplanned—phenomenon, in
Ben-David’s view, are many, and I shall try to sketch some in the following.

German science did not come on stage with the founding of the University of
Berlin (1809) and the so-called Humboldtian system11; around that time, French
science still reigned. While the reform movement in France at the end of the an-
cien régime—and the abolishment of universities and the associated formation of
grandes écoles and polytechnic schools—was “spearheaded by scientists and sci-
entistic philosophers”, the reform in Germany was advocated by philologists and
“ascientific philosophers”. The new German university was not meant to foster sci-
ence in the French or British ‘empirical’ sense; “[. . . ] originally the spirit prevailing
in the new universities was more a revival of the spirit that had prevailed in the
Greek schools of philosophy than an attempt to base education on modern science”.
The German university was meant as a place for a growing stratum of intellectuals
in search of recognition and status (Schwinges 2007) and, in the course of a ‘na-
tional’ reorientation, as a home for “a new speculative philosophy that extolled an
ascientific idea of a nationalistic philosophical, literary, and historical culture [. . . ]”
(Ben-David 1984/1971, 113–117).

The German university in its Humboldtian form was neither a specialized insti-
tution nor a professional school like the new grandes écoles and polytechnics in
France. It pursued the aim to study the full spectrum of humanities and nature, in-
cluding medicine; it was to replace the research function of academies, pursued the
unity of teaching and research, and the close cooperation of the mature scholar with
the student; it demanded adequate financial support from the local authorities; and
it persisted on the notion of various ‘freedoms’ for its members that were not that
common at the time, affecting censorship and the ‘freedom of inquiry’ (regarding
teaching, research activities, and learning) (von Humboldt 1964b): “Science had
to be accommodated in an inimical environment, and special safeguards had to be
devised for securing this freedom” (Ben-David 1984/1971, 119). The subsequent
export of this idea beyond Prussia to all German speaking regions of Central Eu-
rope and to neighboring non-German speaking regions as well (Schwinges 2001;
Schalenberg 2002), and the concomitant competition which ensued among the var-
ious universities and their sponsoring principalities, was a first factor in promoting

11The concept of the ‘Humboldtian system’, or the ‘Humboldtian university’, appear to have
emerged in the 20th century, more than 100 years after Humboldt’s contribution in 1809 (von
Humboldt 1964a); see Paletschek (2001, 77). Furthermore, earlier reforms in Göttingen (1737)
and Halle (1787) appeared to have provided the foundation for the new university culture (vom
Brocke 2001, 367).
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the ascent of the German university.12 The second, in Ben-David’s view, was the
“organized scientific research” in the form of the laboratory:

“The rise of empirical science starting from the late 1820s (due to the work of such pio-
neers as [Justus] Liebig, Johannes Müller, and their disciples) was not a result of the new
university, but of a conscious revolt against its philosophy and of an important, although not
deliberate and conscious, modification of its structure.
The superiority of the German to the French system is to be sought, therefore, in the ca-
pability of the German system to change itself according to the needs and potentialities in
scientific inquiry in spite of the wrong ideas (from the point of view of empirical science) of
the university’s founders. By contrast, institutions in the French system, even if originally
well conceived, were incapable of adapting themselves to change” (Ben-David 1984/1971,
118).

The German university became the center of the academic world because of its
invention of “organized scientific research” and because of its adaptability, its ca-
pacity to change itself. But it retained, in a sense, its dual character: on the one hand,
a devotion to a “romantic Naturphilosophie” (Ben-David 1984/1971, 117) with its
critical distance to quantification, model building and empirical work, which is still
discernible in the grand and verbose œvres of the German philosophers (and social
scientists) of the 20th century; and, on the other hand, a focus on science in the
strictest sense with a focus on laboratory or experimental work (i.e. in physiology,
psychology, chemistry or experimental physics) or abstract sciences (mathematics,
theoretical physics).

It was in particular, but not exclusively, this second character of the German
university which attracted scholars outside of Central Europe and which led them,
eventually, to try to transfer particular features of the German university and to em-
ulate the German system (Turner 2001; Miyasaka 2001). The emergence of the US
research university around 187013 is clearly tied to the model of the German univer-
sity. Many American students, mainly of an advanced standing, studied in Germany
for a time, and upon returning tried to implement some of the attractive features
of the German academic system in their home institutions. In the US the Graduate
School was introduced, molded on a German model, at least in the perception of the
American scholars: the elective system took hold,14 laboratories were introduced,
and the general erudition of German scholars set standards for scientific and schol-

12One should not read ‘German’, hence, in a too constricted way. The German—Humboldtian—
university was the role model in Prussia and Germany in general, but also in the Austro-Hungarian
Empire, and in bordering nations not governed by the Napoleonic system.
13The Massachusetts Institute of Technology admitted its first students in 1865; Johns Hopkins
University, the first full-fledged research university in the US, was founded 1876; Harvard initiated
a university reform under President Eliot who took office in 1869.
14President Eliot of Harvard introduced the elective system, emulating a German praxis, and the
subsequent continent-wide implementation of a credit system by the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching at the beginning of the 20th century preceded the introduction of a Eu-
ropean credit system by roughly 100 years.
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arly work. As late as 1930 Abraham Flexner (1930), founder and first president of
Princeton’s Institute for Advanced Studies, was enchanted by German science.15

While the German university was the undisputed center of the scientific world for
much of the 19th century, the same forces that had once propelled the German uni-
versity to its prominent position, Ben-David reasons, were now responsible for its
“standstill”, for its “strangulation”, around the turn of the century (Ben-David and
Zloczower 1962, 129); the reasons for this development—growth followed by stag-
nation and decline—shall be explored, and sketched, in the following. The center
moved eventually to the US, and it has remained there ever since.

Disciplinary Development

At the end of the ancien régime, the ‘scientific’ community may have distinguished
roughly among six different fields (or faculties): theology, law, medicine and phi-
losophy within their universities, plus perhaps two fields outside this framework
in engineering (including mining) and architecture. Today, roughly 220 years later,
the Essential Science Indicators of ScienceWatch distinguish between 242 disci-
plinary fields within engineering and the sciences (including the social sciences),
not counting architecture and the humanities.16 Ben-David hypothesized on the spe-
cific causes of this diversification, and he postulated that “role-hybridization” was

15For a critical review of Flexner’s position, see Clark Kerr (1994b). It is clear that the German
university was held in high esteem in the 1930s in the US, and when Abraham Flexner (Bonner
2002), a respected scholar and educator, published a positive assessment of the German university
he had just studied in 1930, it was well received. But the reception of Flexner’s book was mis-
guided and it did not have, fortunately, lasting effects. Clark Kerr (2001a,b), the ‘architect’ and
the president of the University of California System (1958–1967), assesses the situation with the
following words (Kerr 1994b, x):

“[. . . ] Flexner was so wrong about the German universities he so revered, so wrong about
how good they really were—they had collapsed by 1933 and partly of their own doing; and
so wrong about the American universities that he so scorned—they were on their way to
becoming the best on the world”.

Kerr (1994b, xxvii) sadly notes, referring to the autobiography of Flexner (1940), that as late as in
the last years of the 1930s and—in Flexner’s words—“despite the ravages of the war”, Flexner still
considered the German universities “the best in the world”.

It is unclear what Kerr had meant with his allusion to the collapse of the German universities
“partly of their own doing”, but he may have had two factors in mind: the racial policies of the
Nazi regime with their negative affect on the German university (we need not talk of the negative
effects on the victims of the Nazi regime), and an inherent deficiency of the German university
model as it entered the 20th century.
16If we were to hypothesize a linear relationship between the number of fields and the time for their
emergence, this would roughly mean an addition of a bit more than one field (or discipline) per
year. The assumption of a 1.7 % growth per annum in the number of scientific fields (or disciplines)
is more realistic. This would translate into roughly 15 fields by the year 1845, 38 fields by 1900,
97 fields by 1955, and 245 fields today.
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the direct cause, or motor, of this diversification. Since Ben-David’s concept of role
was tied to his concept of discipline (or profession), a role was discipline-specific
(see also Chaps. 5 and 4). Role-hybridization took place when “the individual [was]
moving from one role to another, [. . . ] from one profession or academic field to
another” (Ben-David 1991b, 61).17

That the spectrum of scientific fields, professions, or disciplines is growing, par-
alleling in a sense the growth of the number of individuals who are engaged in sci-
ence and engineering, at least thus far, is clear—and was clear at the time Ben-David
started his studies. It was also clear that basically four forces are responsible for
this academic diversification process: (i) specialization within one discipline, giv-
ing rise to the emergence of sub-specialities and the eventual development of such
sub-specialities into fully developed disciplines; (ii) the merging of sub-specialities
of disparate fields into new disciplines18; (iii) the elevation of non-academic skills,
trades, vocations or services to academic fields; and (iv) the occasional abandon-
ment or downgrading of academic disciplines.19 The far-reaching contribution of
Ben-David was that he tied this diversification process to the specific academic sys-
tem, to its rules and regulations (March et al. 2000).

Ben-David’s role-hybridization focused mainly on cases (i) and (ii) above. He
studied, for instance, the splitting off of physiology from anatomy (between 1850
and 1870), or the development of psychology on the basis of philosophy and physi-
ology (around 1880; see in this context also Chap. 4 by Ilana Löwy).20 If, Ben-David
(1991b, 60) writes, “ideas become the end-product of scientific roles, they can be
likened to genes which are transmitted from generation to generation through a re-
liable and natural process; under normal conditions, they will not only survive but
increase”. In other words, the propagation of ideas can be studied like genealogy,
like epidemiology, and Randall Collins (1998), with whom Ben-David had writ-
ten that article in 1966 and on whose M.A. thesis it was partially based, used that
approach in his monumental study of his “Global Theory of Intellectual Change”.

17In today’s language, we would perhaps talk of trans-disciplinarity instead of role-hybridization.
In the case of trans-disciplinary approaches, conceptual frameworks or models are generally im-
ported from a foreign discipline (such as from physics or biology into economics) whereas role-
hybridization was seen by Ben-David primarily in terms of an export, as a shift from an estab-
lished discipline to a new sub-discipline. However, trans-disciplinary approaches also take place
in the form of exporting concepts and models, such as when representatives of one discipline (e.g.
physics) move into another discipline (e.g. sociology).
18The information (or computer) sciences, formed through branches of mathematics and electrical
engineering (between 1950 and 1970), may serve as examples; or the environmental sciences,
formed through branches of chemistry, (organismic) biology, physics, and social sciences (between
1960 and 1980).
19This happens with some frequency in engineering when technologies disappear, or when tech-
nologies become so ‘simple’ that they find their home in lower graded (vocational) schools.
20Ben-David (1991b, 62) also talks of “idea-hybridization”, i.e. “the combination of ideas taken
from different fields into a new intellectual synthesis”, and he continues “[t]he latter does not
attempt to bring about a new academic or professional role, nor does it generally give rise to a
coherent and sustained movement with a permanent tradition”, an obviously false conclusion from
today’s perspective.
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Ideas propagate, in one form or another, over generations of scholars, but Ben-
David’s specific contribution was in regard to disciplinary diversification and its
relation to particular ‘cultural’ features of university systems. He postulated that
new disciplines emerge at the fringes of established disciplines through role-
hybridization, in that (aspiring) scholars who find no chance for career advance-
ment in their own field are inclined to found new disciplinary orientations. He saw
the conditions for such development particularly suitable in the German university
system of the 19th century, with its specific rules governing faculty positions:

“Mobility of scholars from one field to another will occur when the chances of success (i.e.,
getting recognition, gaining a full chair at a relatively early age, making an outstanding
contribution) in one discipline are poor, often as a result of overcrowding in a field in which
the number of positions is stable. In such cases, many scholars will be likely to move into
any related field in which the conditions of competition are better. In some cases, this will
mean that they move into a field with a standing relatively lower than their original field”
(Ben-David 1991a, 61).21

The argument of Ben-David has an ‘ecological’ quality. Similar to the litter of
wolves, once weaned and grown, that has to leave the pack and the common hunt-
ing territory to disperse and to find new ground, so have young scholars to find
new turf. In the early Humboldtian system the new turf could be found at univer-
sities without a disciplinary orientation, i.e. a chair, in the specific field the aspir-
ing scholar was working in. In the more mature Humboldtian system, the existing
universities already had such chairs,22 and new turf could only be found through
role-hybridization and through the exploration of new disciplines.

The rules that governed this play at any university of the Humboldtian system,
that each disciplinary field is represented by a single chair (and vice versa) and that
only scholars with a formal post-doctoral training (Habilitation) were in a position
to apply for a position as chair holders, had two effects: once a chair was established,
there were doctoral and post-doctoral students around to secure the functioning of
the research institute that was associated with the chair; and aspiring scholars even-
tually had to move elsewhere to assume positions in the same field or in associated
fields (through role-hybridization). In this way decentralization took place, diversifi-
cation of the disciplinary spectrum, and competition among all involved, i.e. factors
which Ben-David attributes to be central for the eventually dominant position of the
German university in the 19th century. However, the same rules and regulations, the

21From today’s perspective, Ben-David’s insistence on standing differentials is open to debate, and
it appears to play a minor part in his legacy. Furthermore, there are a range of motives for scholars
pursuing a line of research, but there are not that many outstanding scholars who move to a new
field because “the conditions of competition [in the new field] are better”: innovators like Alan
Turing, John von Neumann or Donald Knuth clearly had other motives guiding their research.
22In the case of retirement of an existing chair holder (Emeritierung), a scholar was sought who
could continue the tradition—and the specific research focus—of the particular chair. In this way,
lineages of descendants could be drawn, like those of the royalty. Even today, if there is an open
faculty position at a university with a strong Humboldtian tradition, reference may be made not
only to the field of the candidate for such a position, but also to the person who held the chair
before, and that his Nachfolge (successor) is to be sought.
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same code of ethics, that Ben-David saw as instrumental for the ascent and domi-
nance of German science throughout much of the 19th century, he also saw as being
responsible for the eventual decline of the German system “toward the end of the
century [when] processes of extending the scope of the university came to a stand-
still” (Ben-David 1991a, 129):

“The usual rule that each discipline was represented by only one professor contributed much
in the previous decades to the establishment of new chairs, because the expansion of the
academic staff could take place only in this manner. After the development of the institutes,
however, the same rule became a veritable strangling noose: research could be conducted
only in the Institut, but only one person, the director, could be professor” [p. 129].

This basic, intrinsic limiting factor, constraining the competitiveness of the Ger-
man university and the further development of a range of disciplines, particularly in
the fields of the natural sciences and associated technologies, led to discussions to-
wards the end of the 19th century regarding the role and values of the ‘Humboldtian’
university (Szölösy-Janze 1998; vom Brocke 2001). “Big science” was not only a
theme which occupied people after WWII (de Solla Price 1963; Galison and Hevly
1992), it was a theme in the forefront of a discussion at the end of the past century
as well, and is was tied to industrialization (Ben-David 1977a, 103). Standards and
norms had to be researched, defined and eventually enforced, and various institutes
in support of such an orientation were founded.23

In this context the question was raised as to what extent these new institutional
units (Anstalten, institutes) were ancillary to the existing universities or polytechnic
institutions, performing tasks that were delegated to them by the respective gov-
ernments, or whether they should form a new type of research institution separate
from—but linked to—the existing network of higher education institutions. In the
German case, the visions that eventually lead to the founding of the Kaiser-Wilhelm-
Institutes (1911) clearly went beyond standards and norms and had research & de-
velopment (technology) as a focus. These new institutes should be freed from the
obligation and ‘burden’ to teach, a clear negation of the earlier Humboldtian vision
(1809) of the unity of teaching and research.24

The foundation of the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institutes, and the continuation of this tra-
dition after WWII under the name of Max-Planck-Institutes, clearly marks a bifur-
cation in the development of the higher education landscape.25 With the separation

23E.g. the Institut für Baumaterialprüfung (EMPA) of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
(1880), the Physikalisch-Technische Reichsanstalt (PTR) in Berlin (1887), or the US National In-
stitute of Standards (1901).
24This averting from the old ideal took place before the creation of the mythos Humboldt (Ash
1997). Ben-David (1977a, 103) argues that “teaching was institutionally separated from research,
first within the university through the concentration of research in ‘institutes’ that were personal
research establishments of professors virtually separated from the university, and subsequently—
in 1911, through the founding of the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gesellschaft—by establishing pure research
institutions without any teaching function at all”.
25Corresponding organizations were formed for instance in Italy (CNR in 1923) and France (CNRS
in 1939).
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of many institutes from the university and their incorporation in dedicated research
institutes, the link to teaching, to the inter-generational discourse, to a constant flow
of ‘new blood’ was severed, while the strictly hierarchical governance of the old
German “chair system”, with its implicit strangling-noose-effect, was maintained.

The Evolvement of US Higher Education

In Ben-David’s view, hence, the German university declined way before the advent
of the Nazi regime in 1933, and way before ‘undesirable’ people—Jews, leftists,
liberals—were pushed out of academic positions, were forced to emigrate, or were
simply killed. This view is amplified by that of a range of emigrant scholars, for
instance Max Perutz (Medawar and Pike 2000, xii)26:

“Had I stayed in my native Austria, even if there had been no Hitler, I could never have
solved the problem of protein structure, or founded the Laboratory of Molecular Biology
which became the envy of the scientific world. I would have lacked the means, I would not
have found the outstanding teachers and colleagues, or learned scientific rigour; I would
have lacked the stimulus, the role models, the tradition of attacking important problems,
however difficult, that Cambridge provided. It was Cambridge that made me, and for that
I am forever grateful. The art historian Ernst Gombrich feels the same way. We all owe a
tremendous debt to Britain”.27

While literature has given us some speculative what-if-pictures of America under
an assumed appeasement with Nazi Germany (Roth 2004), there appear to ex-
ist no corresponding pictures of a European academic world today had Naziism
not emerged.28 What one can study, however, is the relation between society and
higher education systems (Ringer 1990/1969), between higher education systems
and Nazism (Weinreich 1999/1946; Hammerstein 1995), and between Nazism and
post-war intellectuals (Klee 2003; Moses 2007; Herbst 2009).29

26A related question emerges, not to be pursued within these pages, why certain emigrant scholars,
such as Adorno or Horkheimer, decided to return to Germany after World War II. See in this respect
also Wolin (2001).
27Harriet Zuckerman (1996/1977, 71) makes a similar observation: “In reckoning the extent of
the Nazi effect, we cannot indulge in the conjectural history and suppose that the young Hitler-
émigrés who left Germany and later did prize-winning [Nobel] research would have done work of
the same significance had they stayed. Indeed, as more than one said in the course of my interviews
with them, having being forced to leave Germany turned out to be the best thing that could have
happened to them. The United States provided an attractive and hospitable climate for their work,
and for many, ample resources as well.”
28Max Perutz and Ernst Gombrich would have had no immediate reason to flee to the UK, the
Vienna Circle would have remained active in its old location longer, et cetera. According to Ben-
David (1984/1971, 138), “[i]t is a futile question to ask whether the shift [of the academic center,
from Germany to Britain and the US] could have been reversed [or prevented], if the Nazis had not
taken over the country, as the universities were part of the system which made the Nazi take-over
possible”.
29There is an extensive literature which deals with the themes mentioned, and the references given
are just illustrative.
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While the shift of the center prior to 1933 may be regarded as an open, ‘academic’
question, the shift after 1945 is basically undisputed and well documented. The
reasons why the gradient in scientific viability which had separated the old from the
new continent during much of the 20th century has remained in place, even half a
century after World War II during which science and higher education have evolved
markedly, are less well understood. Had the higher education systems on both sides
of the Atlantic been equally effective, there wouldn’t be such marked differences in
performance decades after WWII (Herbst et al. 2002; Herbst 2004).

The shift of the center, from Germany to the US, may have had something to do
with the preoccupations of European nations at the time (1914–1945), but this is
not how Ben-David reasoned. The center moved because of constrains which Ben-
David judged to be intrinsic to German higher education and science and extrinsic
to the corresponding institutional systems within the US. We have already covered
a range of constraints intrinsic to the German system, but these constraints cannot
be properly understood—and the comparative advantage of the US versus the Ger-
man system cannot be assessed—outside of a comparative context. Hence, we shall
briefly have to focus on the US higher education system and its evolvement.

Within the territory of the US, colleges of various dominations and curricula were
necessary and common in the course of the colonization of that vast continent, and
they originally served the function of secondary—or vocational—schools. Because
tertiary education institutions evolved, so to speak, from secondary education insti-
tutions, and because secondary eduction institutions were founded in great numbers
to serve this wide territory, tertiary education institutions had, in principle, a large
base from which to develop and the competition among these institutions was, from
the very beginning, a basic feature. Some colleges gained status as tertiary education
institutions and developed eventually into prominent universities.30

The emergence of research universities dates, as we have seen above (p. 195),
from the period just after the Civil War (1861–1865), and it was inspired by the
model of the German university. The German model, however, was not simply trans-
planted: it was fused with the English inspired college system. Ben-David refers
to the fact that many American students went to Germany to be exposed to Ger-
man scholarship and to German laboratories, but he also makes clear that most of
these foreign students were not bothered too much by the inherent—constraining—
features of the German university which only affected scholars with plans to remain
part of the German system (Ben-David 1984/1971, 140). The US research univer-
sities were based on intra-institutional graduate schools alongside their colleges,
a “crucial step in the importation of the European model” as seen by Ben-David
(1984/1971, 139), and they retained a focus on teaching, on close student-teacher-
interactions, which eventually proved to be beneficial—perhaps even decisive—
when the focus on research became more prominent in the face of mass higher
education and retrenchment in the 20th century.

30Harvard (founded 1636), William & Mary (1693), Yale (1718), Princeton (1746), University of
Pennsylvania (1749), Columbia (1754), Brown University (1764), University of North Carolina
(1789, the first state university).
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I have referred to, above, to the irony that “modern science had its first blos-
soming in the scientistic inclined societies of England and France, but it bloomed
[. . . ] in the ‘ascientific’, and at times even ‘antiscientific’ environment of the Ger-
man university” (p. 194). A second convolution, ironically enough, appears to have
occurred in a system designed to foster learning but that eventually excelled in the
field of research. This transformation of a teaching oriented to a research oriented
institutional setup was mainly unintended and unplanned, but it is interesting to note
why it did occur.

In Ben-David’s notion, expansion and the associated competition were forces
which drove science and which were seen as primary factors for the dominance of
German science during much of the 19th century. These forces were equally at work
in the US as soon as the form of the research university was established. Once US
science had reduced part of the gap which separated it from German science, US
science became a strong competitor. Early in the 20th century when the biotope of
German science did not provide for an easy expansion of the species ‘science’, in
spite of the new institutes of the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gesellschaft, US science, by the
sheer size of the region within which it operated, was still in a position to expand.
Everything else being equal, it was just a matter of time until the center of the
scientific world would move to the US.

Once US science gained a dominant role, and as soon as English had established
itself as the lingua franca in the world of science and had relegated other languages,
particularly German and French, to its fringes, US science was in a firm position to
perpetuate or expand its dominance. American professional or disciplinary societies
and their associated journals, many of which were founded in the 19th century, acted
as platforms for the worldwide exchange of ideas and information among the respec-
tive scholars or professionals, and these platforms may have had the side effect to
shape the associated discourse. However, US science did not become dominant just
because of its size and the new hegemonic role of the English language. Size may
have played a role in the first part of the 20th century, but in the second part of the
past century neither size nor scientific societies or journals can serve as an expla-
nation for the continued dominance of US science vis-à-vis the combined science
community in Europe. It was the departmental structure and the collegiate culture
of the US research university, according to Ben-David, which acted as a competitive
edge against the German university and its chair system.31

31One should add here that the US university, in contrast to the German university, was also much
more liberal regarding the fields or specialities which could be assembled under the umbrella of
a university. Harvard university, for instance, included Landscape Architecture in its program one
year after the American Society of Landscape Architects was founded in 1899. In the late 1990s,
the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zürich decided against a program in landscape archi-
tecture on the ground that such field is not ‘academic’ enough (the decision was reversed a few
years later). See in this respect also Chap. 9 by Ivan Chompalov.
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The Atlantic Split

There is a certain consensus on both sides of the Atlantic that the perceived per-
formance and quality gradient that separates US research universities from most
of their European peer institutions is real, i.e. “basically undisputed and well docu-
mented”.32 In 1968, Jencks and Riesman (2002/1968, 513) state that “The American
graduate school has become the envy of the world, a mecca for foreign students and
a model for foreign institutions”. The notion of the “envy of the world” was taken up
1991 by James J. Duderstadt in his statement before the US Subcommittee of Post-
secondary Education (SOPE 1991) and in his later publications (Duderstadt 2000,
61); and the notion resonates further in the essays of Charles M. Vest (2005, 259)
and Harry R. Lewis (2006, xi). The statements corroborate Ben-David’s position
(Ben-David 1972).

On the European shore, one does not find corresponding statements by reputable
authors. This is not due to the bashfulness of Europeans, it is due to the common per-
ception that the European universities have lost their former preeminence, certainly
after 1933, and have not been able to regain it since. The eminence of institutions
is not easily assessed properly: it will depend on the viewpoint one assumes and on
the methodology one employs.33 However, Nobel prices, bibliographic indicators,
‘foot votes’,34 and a range of qualitative assessments by reputable observers point
to the fact that the “Atlantic Split” is not a fiction (Herbst 2004).35 Knowledgeable
scholars will use such measures to form their own comparative perception of qual-
ity, and on the basis of such perceptions, communicated over the years by a range
of scholars, one can readily assume that the reported assessment of US scholars and
senior administrators cited above is not far from the truth.

To respond to this perceived performance gap, a joint declaration of European
Ministers of Education, convening in Bologna in the summer of 1999, was issued
which called for the creation of a European higher education area by the year 2010.
This Bologna Declaration had the objective “of increasing the international com-
petitiveness of the European System of higher education”, primarily through the
promotion of mobility of students and faculty, and the promotion of cooperative

32There are, of course, scholars and senior administrators who tend to belittle this quality gradient,
or they claim that educational systems are difficult to compare because they tend to serve different
aims.
33A detailed argument along these lines clearly lies outside the scope of this Epilogue.
34The ‘foot vote’ of academics may or may not be taken as a proper indicator of institutional
quality: academics migrate towards the more prestigious departments, but they can also be ‘bought’
or lured to move by prospects of higher salary, lower teaching loads, better working conditions
or homesickness. Max-Planck-Institutes, for instance, are prone to lure (back) well established
senior scientists by offering them extravagant employment conditions to the detriment of the junior
scholars (Münch 2007).
35Additional measures exist which might serve as quality indicators: quality of incoming students,
drop-out (or graduation) rates, quality of graduating students, academic employment prospects,
student-faculty and staff-faculty ratios, degree of internationalization of faculty and students, et
cetera.
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measures regarding quality assurance and institutional development. To support this
objective, a range of measures was called for, which were refined in subsequent
biannual ministerial conferences,36 to be adapted and implemented locally.

In the following year, the European Council convened in Lisbon in March 2000
and set the agenda “to make the European Union the most dynamic and compet-
itive area in the world” by the year 2010. Both the Bologna Declaration and the
Lisbon Agenda initiated an ambitious 10-year plan to revitalize and improve the
economic base of the European Union and to use education—and higher education,
innovation and R&D—as engines and production factors in this process. As part
of this modernization effort, the old idea of an International Institute for Science
and Technology (IIST), molded on the famed MIT and first discussed and approved
by the North Atlantic Council in 1960 (Brumter 1986, 180), was taken up. A Eu-
ropean Institute of Technology (EIT) was to be founded, but like its predecessor,
the IIST (Krige 2006, 208–225), it could not gain momentum within a Europe with
national ambitions and could not be implemented in its ‘red brick’ version. Instead,
the project is now being pursued in virtual form (General Secretariat 2007).

The redefinition of the EIT-project goes hand-in-hand with a redefinition of the
entire Lisbon Agenda. Midway to the 2010 target, it was acknowledged by the Eu-
ropean Commission that the original objectives were too ambitious. In the Spring of
2005, after realizing the futility to meet the original objectives of the Lisbon Agenda,
the strategy was “relaunched [. . . ] after initially moderate results”. The relaunched
process was now “streamlined and simplified” to focus on just a few main targets,
particularly those regarding science funding and the raising of employment levels.
But irrespective of these developments, we should register the fact that two large and
top-down initiated movements are underway, launched through the Bologna Decla-
ration and the Lisbon Agenda, in an attempt to address deficiencies of European
higher education and research and to close a perceived “competitiveness gap with
the US”.37

The Shaping of Universities

In their comment on the English university, Halsey and Trow (1971, 68) state that
“Ideas, once built into a social organisation, tend to persist and to resist organisa-
tional change. Universities are no exception [. . . ]”. In the face of a pervasive glob-
alization, or of what we perceive as such, we tend to assume that technology or
customs are ‘progressing’, replacing old and deficient modes of operation by supe-
rior modes. But this is not necessarily—and moreover fortunately not—so. Culture

36Prague (2001), Berlin (2003), Bergen (2005), London (2007), Louvain-la-Neuve (2009), Bu-
dapest and Vienna (2010), and Bucharest (2012).
37There are national top-down initiatives as well; in the UK, the Research Assessment Exercise
should be mentioned (see Chap. 8 by Andrew Abbott); and in Germany, an Excellence Initiative
was launched (see Chap. 6 by Richard Münch).
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is part of the collective cerebrum that our societies require to function. But we can
also state that higher education systems are culturally entrenched, perhaps to such
degrees that systems become partially dysfunctional.

The import of the German model of the research university had an impact on US
higher education which would last for at least half a century (Kerr 1994a; Parsons
and Platt 1973). But the German model was not simply transplanted, it was superim-
posed onto existing structures (Graham and Diamond 1997): the colleges remained,
and new graduate schools were formed. This duality within the same institution, un-
dergraduate education on the one hand and graduate education on the other, appears
to be one of the main distinctive features which separated US higher education from
their continental European peers. The European—or German—notion of general ed-
ucation, once the central focus of the ‘minor’ faculty, philosophy, and subsequently
relegated in large measures to the German high school, the Gymnasium, made un-
dergraduate and liberal education almost an alien feature of the German university.
In contrast, general education is still a part of the undergraduate curriculum of the
American research university of today, in spite of more prosaic tendencies (Lewis
2006; Khurana 2007).

The duality of undergraduate and graduate education is not the only feature
which separates US institutions from continental European universities: faculty-
student ratios—and by implication also faculty-staff ratios—developed quite dif-
ferently on the two sides of the Atlantic. Friedrich Paulsen reports that in 1830–40,
faculty-student ratios at Prussian universities were around 1 : 18 overall,38 and in
1900 1 : 21.39 The general picture is that faculty-student ratios tended to deteriorate
over time. At the University of Zürich, for instance, the figures deteriorated over-
all between 1930 and 1980,40 and the same applies to the Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology in Zürich.41 By the year 2000, leading European universities were
characterized by very unfavorable faculty-student ratios.42

The picture just sketched stands in contrast to the situation we find in the US.43

The leading state universities attempt to keep the faculty-student ratio around 1 : 20,
and the private research universities around 1 : 10, in spite of mass higher education

38With 1 : 7 in the faculty of philosophy, 1 : 12 in the field of medicine, 1 : 32 in law, and 1 : 40 in
theology (Lexis 1904; Paulsen 1920/1906).
39With 1 : 16 in philosophy, 1 : 15 in medicine, 1 : 59 in law, and 1 : 17 in theology.
40From 1 : 18 (1930) to 1 : 28 (1950) to 1 : 47 (1980) (Stadler 1983).
41The corresponding figures are the following: 1 : 19 (1930), 1 : 35 (1950), and 1 : 23 (1980)
(Bergier and Tobler 1980); the reversing of the trend was short lived, as the subsequent figures
show.
42RWTH Aachen (1 : 83), Technische Universität Darmstadt (1 : 50), TU Delft (1 : 54), Univer-
sität Karlsruhe (1 : 48), Technische Universität Wien (1 : 67), University of Zürich (1 : 63), Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology in Zürich (1 : 34) (Herbst et al. 2002).
43At the time President Eliot took office (1869), Harvard was characterized by a faculty-student
ratio of 1 : 13; at the time he left office (1909), the corresponding indicator was 1 : 12 (Lewis 2006,
35). Today Harvard University has a faculty-student ratio of 1 : 14 (Harvard University 2008). In
the case of the Stanford University, the ratios were: 1 : 16 (1900), 1 : 17 (1930), 1 : 21 (1950),
1 : 10 (1980), and 1 : 10 (2000); see: http://www.stanford.edu/about/facts/chron.html.

http://www.stanford.edu/about/facts/chron.html
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(Trow 1970) and in spite of current retrenchment tendencies. Faculty-student ratios
are considered quality indicators (Astin 1993), and it is the declared policy of most
institutions to improve them or to keep them at acceptable levels.

In contrast to European institutions, American universities were able to retain
a structural—or morphological—setup which had existed since the formation of
modern research universities. The primary force behind this tenacity was a focus
on teaching and an ideal of learning which rated personal development higher than
the ability to absorb facts, demanding more coaching than lecturing, more diverse
exposures than doctrine. But the focus on teaching and learning had unexpected
implications. It helped to foster and eventually to retain a research culture which
generally depended on close face-to-face contacts, small research teams, and flat
hierarchies. The consequences were that the imported German culture started to
thrive in the US, while in continental Europe the Humboldtian culture proved more
and more fragmentary or hollow (Ringer 1990/1969) (see Chap. 9).

Towards the end of Ben-David’s life, the “Golden Years” of US higher educa-
tion had given way to a new act in the theater of learning. The world and its po-
litical climate had changed slowly, a new era opened up under the leadership of
Margaret Thatcher (1979–90), Ronald Reagan (1981–88) and Mikhail Sergeyevich
Gorbachev (1985–91), bringing about Perestroika (1986) and Glasnost (1988), the
fall of the Berlin Wall (1989) and the dissolution of the USSR (1991), but also a
range of changing perceptions on how to understand and guide economies, markets,
natural monopolies and financial systems. Milton Friedman, who had influenced
Ben-David’s thinking after the two had met in the late 1950s,44 became a sort of
guru for many who thought to redefine capitalism, the Chicago School of economics
exerted great influence on modern economies and, in due course, higher education
itself changed or had to redefine itself.

In 1986, the year that Joseph Ben-David died, these changes were not yet visible
to the extent they are now. Technological advances, coupled with the emerging glob-
alization of economic activities, allowed for the thought to abandon the ‘red brick’
versions of universities and research institutes and to replace them with virtual forms
(Herbst and Schmitt 2001) which could affect Ben-David’s notion of center versus
periphery. Virtual institutions do not yet compete with their ‘red brick’ sisters, but
there is a clear tendency in this direction (see Chap. 9 by Ivan Chompalov). The
development of information technologies has opened opportunities to separate, to
some extent, laboratory work and data analyses; to concentrate data in globally ac-
cessible data repositories; to communicate almost in a face-to-face form when sepa-
rated by distance; to work “around the clock” on the same project by various teams
of different ‘red brick’ institutions.

However, with all these technological advances, with all exchange programs and
international cooperations, teaching, learning and researching remains foremost a
locally—culturally—determined activity. Because technology is ubiquitous in many
regions of our globe, it is not the technology that will generally make the difference,

44Friedman was a Fellow at the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, Stanford
University (1957–58).
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but the local—non-technological—conditions.45 Academic freedom, invoked today
frequently, will play a role in the shaping of the local, non-technological conditions.
It is a form of “institutionalized individualism” (Parsons and Platt 1973) which al-
lows the members of the university, its faculty and students, to pursue their roles
and functions and to protect them from undue intrusions (Connelly and Grüttner
2003). Academic freedom is far from being normalized, and there should exist lo-
calized conceptions which impact on the curriculum, on the way electives are han-
dled, courses offered or students admitted, or on the way institutions are financed
or resources are allocated. The ‘center’ may not shift to another location in the 21st
century, to China, for instance. Rather, we my have an opportunity of a distributed
center, diffused over the entire globe, with institutions where kindred minds could
meet.
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